ABSTRACT

Streaming Virtual Reality (VR), even under the mere form of 360° videos, is much more complex than for regular videos because to lower the required rates, the transmission decisions must take the user’s head position into account. The way the user exploits her/his freedom is therefore crucial for the network load. In turn, the way the user moves depends on the video content itself. VR is however a whole new medium, for which the film-making language does not exist yet, its “grammar” only being invented. We present a strongly inter-disciplinary approach to improve the streaming of 360° videos: designing high-level content manipulations (film editing) to limit and even control the user’s motion in order to consume less bandwidth while maintaining the user’s experience. We build an MPEG DASH-SRD player for Android and the Samsung Gear VR, featuring FoV-based quality decision and a replacement strategy to allow the tiles’ buffers to build up while keeping their state up-to-date with the current FoV as much as bandwidth allows. The editing strategies we design have been integrated within the player, and the streaming module has been extended to benefit from the editing. Two sets of user experiments enabled to show that editing indeed impacts head velocity (reduction of up to 30%), consumed bandwidth (reduction of up to 25%) and subjective assessment. User’s attention driving tools from other communities can hence be designed in order to improve streaming. We believe this innovative work opens up the path to a whole new field of possibilities in defining degrees of freedom to be wielded for VR streaming optimization.

1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual Reality (VR) has taken off in the last two years thanks to the democratization of affordable Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs). According to [11], 12.4 million more HMD sales are forecast by the end of 2018, steadily increasing to a yearly 40-million in 2022, and VR/AR (Augmented Reality) traffic will increase 20-fold by 2021 [8]. In this article, the type of VR we focus on are 360° videos (shot with an omnidirectional camera). Two main hurdles are however currently in the way of the full rise of 360° videos. The first one is the ability to stream these videos, the second is the design and creation of these videos for best user’s experience.

The streaming delivery over the Internet is a true challenge because the bit rates entailed by 360° videos (even H.265-compressed) are much higher than for conventional videos (about 28Mbps [3, 19, 35] with limited quality, up to 5.2 Gbps for an artifact-free VR experience with sight only [4]). Such required bandwidth lead to offer the download option to avoid interruptions and low definitions. To cope with the discrepancy between the required video rate for best quality and the available network bandwidth, a simple principle is to send the non-visible part of the sphere with lower quality [10, 33] (see Fig. 1). The question is then how to allocate the bandwidth resource by choosing which quality to send for each region of the sphere. The quality decisions must strive to maintain a high-quality in the user’s Field of View (FoV). However, a main component which has allowed streaming of good-quality videos over the best-effort Internet has been the playback buffer at the client. This buffer allows to absorb the bandwidth variations and prevents playback interruptions if the network drop is not too long. For 360° videos as well, this feature is crucial for streaming. An important problem is then how to reconcile the contradictory strategies of allowing the client to buffer several seconds of video to absorb the network instability, while at the same time keeping the qualities of the buffered segments for each region up-to-date with the moving user’s FoV. Existing strategies to tackle this problem are (i) keeping the buffers short (e.g., 1 second [10]), with or without (ii) gaze prediction [21, 23, 25], while (iii) allowing buffers to build up requires to enable replacements to maintain freshness w.r.t. the FoV [47]. In the 2017 Facebook technical conference [21], the combination of gaze prediction and segment replacements has been briefly presented in slides, and is planned to be introduced in the FB360 delivery service by 2018. While 360° videos are heavier to give the user the ability to move, the amount of replacements directly depends on the quantity of motion, and incurs bandwidth overhead. The way the user exploits her/his freedom is therefore crucial for the network load.

In turn, the way the user moves depends on the content itself, and varies widely. As shared by the former film director of the Arte TV channel in [40], "Two different watching behaviors seem to
emerge: either a spectator will be focused on one particular thing [...] or he/she will fall victim to the FOMO (fear of missing out) effect, and that’s very big in VR, looking everywhere and focusing on nothing.” VR is a whole new medium whose immersive capacity provides an unprecedented feeling of presence in the scene. VR therefore makes for a powerful instrument in a broad range of goals and genres (documentaries, storytelling, journalism, etc.). VR filmmaking is still a much unexplored domain, wide open for innovation as presented in [6]. The cinematic language for VR does not exist yet, “its grammar only being invented” [6, 45]. In the present work, we introduce high-level manipulations of the content, and specifically focus on editing which is, e.g., transition from one sequence-shot scene to the next. Editing is important for the user’s experience, not to feel thrown off balance when entering a new scene (environment) [6], triggering discomfort and fast head motion.

In this article, we take a strongly inter-disciplinary approach to devise editing strategies for 360° videos, and investigate their impact on streaming performance both for network-level metrics and user-level metrics. Our approach is therefore at the crossroads of networking, Human Computer Interfaces (HCI) and cinema. Our proof-of-concept proves that high-level content manipulations indeed impact the streaming performance.

**Contributions:**

- We create a complete testbed implementing an advanced streaming strategy composed of MPEG DASH-SRD tiled format with buffering, replacements and FoV-based quality decision for the Samsung Gear VR on Android.
- We design editing strategies aimed at reducing the user’s motion, hence the consumed bandwidth, and potentially increase their Quality of Experience (QoE). We incorporate the editing within our streaming application, so as to make the streaming process benefit from the editing (in particular, from the knowledge of future head position).
- We carry out two rounds of User Experiments (UX) to compare the streaming with different editings in terms of head motion, bandwidth and subjective users’ assessment. We perform hypothesis testing and show that simple editing strategies can reduce head motion (mean velocity) by 30%, consumed bandwidth by 25% while maintaining high quality in the FoV.
- Our testbed, obtained dataset and contents are made available and described in App. A.
- Our approach considers neither (FoV-based) encoding nor motion prediction, but instead high-level content manipulations to limit or control the user’s head motion. It is therefore entirely complementary and compatible with the former.

Thanks to an inter-disciplinary approach, we uncover a whole new field of possibilities in defining degrees of freedom to be wielded in optimizations of VR streaming. We believe the proof-of-concept presented in this paper can open up the path to important improvements in the online distribution of VR.

Sec. 2 positions our work with respect to existing relevant works. Sec. 3 presents the design of the editing strategies. Sec. 4 details the testbed we produced. Sec. 5 details the design of the UX, while Sec. 6 shows and explains the results. Sec. 7 provides a discussion on the impact of the approach, and Sec. 8 concludes the article.

**Figure 1:** A tiled 360° scene (equirectangular projection) and a tile encoded into two different qualities.

2 RELATED WORKS

We structure this section as follows. First, we present the general trends to lower the required bandwidth, by making transmission decisions based on the FoV (tiling, viewport-based encoding). As the efficacy of these solutions rely on the knowledge of the future FoV, we then overview current proposals for FoV prediction. Our approach to consider motion is different and complementary: instead of predicting, we seek to control the motion, to limit the randomness and exploit the a priori knowledge for the streaming decisions. Finally we review approaches to drive user’s attention.

Two approaches allow to consider spatially-heterogeneous encoding, whose goal is to save bandwidth by sending in higher quality regions in the current FoV, and those outside the FoV with degraded quality. The Spatial Relationship Description (SRD) extension to the MPEG DASH standard considers the 360° video as made of independent objects over time (segments) and space (tiles) [33]. It splits the sphere into pre-defined tiles and encodes them into pre-defined qualities (see Fig. 1). Tiling however reduces compression efficiency, which has been addressed in [46]. It also entails numerous HTTP requests, addressed in [36, 37] by considering HTTP/2. To keep fresh w.r.t. to the current FoV, the buffers are usually kept shallow (e.g., [10]). This is addressed in [44] where layered video coding is employed to improve quality in the FoV when bandwidth allows. This is the approach we have considered with replacement instead, in order to keep H.264/AVC encoding. Alternatively to tiling, regional projection-based representations are designed in [10, 20, 47]. The sphere is split into regions projected onto cubes (or pyramids), the central view is optimally sampled and the surrounding pixels are sub-sampled. The resulting spherical content is therefore sent as a single entity in each segment. For example Oculus uses the Offset cubic projection, considering 22 offset cube orientations and 4 quality levels, hence generating 88 versions of each video, with 1 s-long segments [47]. It is also shown that a better quality than equirectangular projection can be achieved with less than 50% of the pixels, but only if the discrepancy between the actual FoV center and the selected orientation is maintained under 40° by the adaptation algorithm. Oculus makes its own MPEG DASH extension to support this content shaping. The adaptation logic is conservative to avoid stalls, and fetches low quality segments upon FoV change. It is also emphasized that user head movements affect the number of wasted segments, and heavily depend on the video being watched. The high storage costs incurred by this
approach have been tackled in [9]. To remedy the storage problem, transcoding can be used [2, 39]. In [2] in particular, full transcoding of the requested viewports for each user is designed to improve the perceived quality. Tiles in 4K and 1080p resolutions are combined so that the transcoding is real-time. To experiment editing, we needed a sound yet simple enough testbed. For this reason, we opted for MPEG DASH-SRD with H.264/AVC. Also, the vast majority of above works have been published after we made the testbed, in the first semester of 2017.

All the above approaches require to know the future FoV position to work at their best. Saliency maps are computer vision tools to predict the probability that each region attracts the human gaze (see, e.g., [12]). Leveraging this concept to predict the future FoV position, some recent works have in particular employed deep learning approaches. In [23], Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks are used to predict the future orientation and tiles in the FoV. In [20], based on a map extracted from the Facebook users’ data, a so-called gravitational model is assumed to predict the next position from the current trajectory, speed, and attractors known from the heat map.

On the other hand, the human attention is to be at the center of the media experience. For example, it has been highlighted in [30] that the influence of binocular depth cue on visual attention in 3D-TV is highly dependent on the content itself and not only on the presence or strength of the stereoscopic disparity. It is also a crucial aspect for the VR experience, which is starting to be investigated. In [18], a vibrotactile HMD is introduced. Electromechanical factors on the forehead are instrumented to allow a natural, precise and rapid localization of the target in an immersive VR setup. The autopilot feature of the 360fly 4K 360° camera allows to automatically pan to the area of footage that has the highest degree of motion [1], but is hence destined to viewing outside a headset.

In [7], a plan of future work lists two methods to shift the user’s gaze to the required region, for collaborative narrative tasks in VR. One technique envisioned is the introduction of a firefly in the FoV flying in the direction of the pre-set target region, until the user moves his head. The second is rotating the sphere to reposition the user, inspiring from film techniques but expected to be disorienting for the user. This is hence the idea the closest to ours, but not aimed at streaming, nor carried out yet. As detailed in the next section, we choose other types of editing for a cinematic setup, which were devised from both recent knowledge gained in VR gaming, and film editing.

Film editing consists in selecting shots from the raw footage and assembling them (see Fig. 2). As film director Preston Sturges stated, “There is a law of natural cutting and [...] this replicates what an audience in a legitimate theater does for itself”, that is make appear on the screen what the viewer would watch in the real-world, so that the cut is not perceived by the viewer [43]. Editing is by construction a main tool to control the user’s attention. Several types of editing exist [5]. Specifically, Match on action consists in interrupting and resuming a motion, and has inspired Match on attention for VR presented in [6], which we consider as our first strategy whose impact on streaming is tested. From circa 2006, editing has entered the so-called “post-classical” phase, where the Average Shot Length (ASL) has drastically decreased, dropping from 8-11s in the 1930’s to 3-4s today [13]. It is in particular aimed at changing scene fast (for example from a room to a car) without showing the intermediate steps and letting the brain fill in. In this article, this is what we leverage to control motion while avoiding sickness. Fast cutting was first aimed at young generations (also called “MTV” editing) and first used in major action movies. It then got generalized and is now widely used (TV shows, series, etc.) so that the general population is used to get their attention led and maintained by fast cuts. Avoiding cuts in VR cinema (see, e.g., [38]) may therefore entail boredom and trigger scene exploration in search of action, hence more motion. Sec. 3 details how we leverage film editing to design simple yet new editing strategies to prove that editing impacts streaming performance.

3 DESIGN OF VR EDITING TO EASE STREAMING

We first present the background on content semantics for editing. We then introduce the concept of editing and the tool used. Finally we present the editing designs we make for our proof-of-concept.

3.1 The concept of region of interest

An image is made of different zones which can be weak or strong attractors for human attention. The latter are called Regions of Interest (RoI), or salient points (see, e.g., Fig. 3). High-saliency regions are characterized by both (i) low-level features (related to the primary human visual system) and (ii) high-level features (related to the semantics) (see, e.g., [12]). Examples of (i) include high contrast, motion, small depth (in the foreground), and (ii) can be other human faces, talking faces compared with non-talking faces, cars, animals. The user’s motion being heavily driven by the so-defined salient regions, it is therefore crucial to take them into account in our editing design so as to limit the head motion.

3.2 The concept of editing

The editing material in legacy video and VR is sequence-shots. As depicted in Fig. 2, editing in legacy videos is cropping and sorting linearly the shots over time. The concept of editing in VR has been introduced by the Google principal filmmaker in May 2016 [6]. In VR, a 360° sequence-shot can be represented as a circular color stripe; the radial axis is the time. Editing consists not only in sorting the stripes (shots) in time, but also in rotating them around each other to control where the viewer arrives in the next scene, depending on her point of view in the previous scene (see Fig. 3). Controlling such transitions between the scenes means to control how the user feels teleported from one world to the other, and is hence central for QoE and motion limitation.

To implement the editing strategies presented next, we use Adobe Premiere Pro, a timeline-based video editing software. It supports the editing of 360° contents. We employ features such as scene cut,
When presented with a new image, the human gaze goes through an exploratory phase scanning fast the environment before settling on a RoI [12]. The hypothesis we make (which turns out reasonable, see Sec. 6.1) is that the same phenomenon occurs when entering a new scene in 360, where rapid head motions are likely if the user had to move to find another RoI. To prevent that, our strategy is to align, as much as possible, the RoIs between the successive scenes. RoI at the end of a scene (which we consider likely because it is a salient region by definition), then he will face another RoI in the next scene, and hence will be less likely to move fast to reposition that we dub “dynamic editing” because it consists in repositioning, at runtime and when needed, the user in front of a certain region of interest, by rotating the sphere in a snap. On one hand, the user will undergo these repositionings, but we posit that, if done based on the scene content, they can go mostly unnoticed. On the other hand, by taking some freedom off of the user, we remove the gaze uncertainty by the same amount, the decision of which quality to lower the amount of required replacements. The streaming application therefore needs to be upgraded to consider the presence of the forthcoming snap-changes and hence exploit the advantages of editing.

Implementation of snap-changes. First, the time positions of the snap-changes are chosen along the video (by hand for our proof-of-concept). For each snap-change, the angular position of the desired video sector to be shown in front of the user is found by superimposing a millimetric paper onto the projection of the 360° video in Adobe Premiere. Fig. 6 provides an example: the chosen sector is centered around the white truck whose angular position is −90°. For each snap-change, the angular value specifies by how many degrees the sphere should be rotated in order to have the desired part of the video in the FoV. The last information needed

Figure 3: Left: Region of Interest (RoI). Right: 360° scenes over time, black (white) dot is RoI at the beginning (end) of the scene.

Figure 4: Effect of different values for the offset filter.

3.3 Static editing

The first strategy we introduce is dubbed “Match on attention” in [6] where it has been sketched. We start from the knowledge that, when presented with a new image, the human gaze goes through an exploratory phase scanning fast the environment before settling on a RoI [12]. The hypothesis we make (which turns out reasonable, see Sec. 6.1) is that the same phenomenon occurs when entering a new scene in 360, where rapid head motions are likely if the user had to move to find another RoI. To prevent that, our strategy is to align, as much as possible, the RoIs between the successive scenes. The principle is depicted in Fig. 5. Doing so, if a user is facing a RoI at the end of a scene (which we consider likely because it is a salient region by definition), then he will face another RoI in the next scene, and hence will be less likely to move fast to reposition in the initial gaze exploratory phase. The adjective static reflects the fact that the editing is made at video creation time (the video file needs to be regenerated if one wants to change the editing).

We emphasize that our goal is to prove the concept that editing can impact head motion and consumed bandwidth. To do so, we implement instances of our approach on two specific contents. The problems of how to define more precisely RoI matching (same depth, type of sound, etc.), how to prioritize which RoI to pair and match (when there is more than one RoI in a scene), how to automatize the matching, are out of the scope of this article.

3.4 Dynamic editing

As aforementioned, fast-cutting consists in assembling shots of short durations (e.g., 3.5s on average [13]) one after another to maintain the user’s attention. So far in 360° video creation, an entire scene (or even episode [38]) can be made of a single shot without any cut, in order not to disturb the user, who is much more sensitive to video manipulation in VR. Other contents (e.g., [32]) have only slow cuts corresponding to new camera positions. Researches in Human Computer Interfaces (HCI), and specifically virtual HCI, are identifying a number of guidelines in creation of applications for HMDs [41]. Moving the 360° camera is indeed tricky, and a priori constrains main cinematographic techniques such as traveling [45]. However, it has been shown that linear and constant-speed motion is tolerated by the ear-vision system, as well as so-called snap-changes [22], which are fast-cuts in a 360° scene to allow moving in the scene while skipping any non-linear motion that would create sickness when the user does not move, and letting the brain just “fill in the blanks” without the vestibular system being involved.

We leverage the above components to drive the user’s attention (e.g., making him focus on chosen parts of a commercial or assisting in following a story, as decided by the creator) while improving user’s perception by feeling less motion sickness, having to move less, and feeling more immersed by not missing major events in the 360° scene. We hence introduce the second editing strategy that we dub “dynamic editing” because it consists in repositioning, at runtime and when needed, the user in front of a certain region of interest, by rotating the sphere in a snap. On one hand, the user will undergo these repositionings, but we posit that, if done based on the scene content, they can go mostly unnoticed. On the other hand, by taking some freedom off of the user, we remove the gaze uncertainty by the same amount, the decision of which quality to fetch based on future gaze position are hence made exact, thereby lowering the amount of required replacements. The streaming application therefore needs to be upgraded to consider the presence of the forthcoming snap-changes and hence exploit the advantages of editing.
Figure 6: Identification of the targeted RoI angular position for snap-change construction.

for a snap-change are the indexes of the tiles overlapping the desired video sector, so as to use this knowledge in the fetching process (described in Sec. 4.2.5). These three pieces of information are gathered into an XML tag (example from Fig. 6 continued):

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<snapchange>
  <milliseconds>25000</milliseconds>
  <roiDegrees>-90</roiDegrees>
  <fovTiles>1,2,4,5</fovTiles>
</snapchange>

All the tags are chronologically sorted into an XML file which is used by the client application to dynamically edit the content. Following the "30 Degree Rule" which states that the shift in camera angle between two shots of the same subject must exceed $30^\circ$ [31], we check 100ms before the time of the snap-change if the difference between the current position and the snap-change angle is lower than $30^\circ$. If so, the snap-change is not triggered. Otherwise, it is and the sphere is rotated by the angular difference in a snap, to make the user face the desired video sector.

4 VR STREAMING TESTBED: TOUCAN-VR

We present the main components of our testbed implementing an advanced streaming strategy composed of MPEG DASH-SRD tiled format with buffering, replacements and FoV-based quality decision for the Samsung Gear VR on Android. Source codes and usage guidelines are provided in App. A.

4.1 Preliminary components

Formatting the VR content for DASH-SRD. We start from a standard MP4 file containing an equirectangular projection of the camera’s surrounding environment. Content must be split in space with tiling and in time to obtain segments. First, the transcoding phase creates several versions of the video which differ in resolution and/or bit rate. Then tiling is performed on each version. FFmpeg [24] is used for both these phases. Finally MP4Box [27], a tool from the GPAC library, is used for the segmentation phase, which splits each tile into segments, and produces the final DASH-SRD described content (with proper manifest file). The creation workflow is available as a Java script.

Virtual network. : The network is made of a Virtual Machine (VM) acting as an Apache HTTP web server, a VM dedicated to control the delay and bandwidth using the tc command. The latter serves as a gateway to the WiFi hotspot active on the host machine, so that the smartphone client connects to the virtual network using its WiFi interface. The DASH SRD-described contents are stored on the HTTP web server.

Parametrizer application. : The client consists of two distinct applications: Parametrizer lets tune the network parameters and preferences of the TOUCAN-VR, which is in charge of all the main VR functionalities. For the present work, we must be able to tune these parameters without modifying and recompiling each time the source code. The Parametrizer app (shown in Fig. 7) allows the following choices: video to be played; maximum buffer size (maximum video duration the video player can attempt to buffer); minimum buffer size (minimum video duration under which the video player starts again to buffer); minimum buffer size to launch playback; minimum buffer size to resume playback after a stall. We specify that these parameters are applied to each tile’s buffer. The application also allows to enable or disable each one of the logging processes (see Sec. 4.2.4) and provides information about the tiling scheme adopted for the content.

Figure 7: The Parametrizer application and the welcome screen.

4.2 TOUCAN-VR application

Video playback, streaming strategy, and logging system are under the control of the TOUCAN-VR application. It is an Android application that uses the Gear VR framework [42] provided by Samsung to build and show VR scenes. We use a Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge coupled with a Samsung Gear VR headset.

4.2.1 DASH-SRD media player. DASH-SRD-ready video players are not common yet: most of them are web players written in Javascript, and are not suitable for Android and the Gear VR framework. GPAC-Osmo4 [28] is a highly configurable multimedia player, implementing most of the existing delivery protocols, including DASH-SRD, and is multi-platform. In particular, Android is supported. However, Osmo4 presented some insurmountable problems: the playback of tiles is not well synchronized (even in MS Windows with a $3 \times 3$ tiled video), the light documentation of the C source code did not permit to correct the issue in a limited period....
of time, and the player was not readily compliant with the Android version of the phone (7.0). That is why we instead considered ExoPlayer [26] which is an open-source media framework developed by Google for Android. It has a modular architecture and natively supports streaming using DASH.

We have extended ExoPlayer to introduce DASH-SRD support. First the MPD file parser has been extended so that the supplementary property tag containing details about tile locations could be properly taken into account. Second, the tiles fetched independently must be stitched back together in order to rebuild the 360° video. Leveraging the information about tile positions obtained at the previous step, each portion of content has been rendered in its correct position. Third, we achieve tile temporal synchronization by exploiting ExoPlayer’s synchronization of video, audio and subtitle streams. Specifically, a rendered object is in charge of a single stream and all objects are synchronized by a player’s internal module. We therefore add as many renderers as tiles, which guarantees Exoplayer plays them synchronously. The resulting TOUCAN-VR application is able to play locally-stored DASH-SRD described 360° videos. We then describe ExoPlayer’s processes for buffering, replacements and FoV-based quality decision.

4.2.2 Buffering and quality selection. Our proof-of-concept requires to have each tile’s segment available in different qualities. The goal is however to understand the impact of editing on streaming performances. We therefore choose the simplest case with only two video qualities to choose from, namely a high quality (HQ) and a low quality (LQ). Keeping the quality decision as simple as possible (only based of FoV) indeed maximizes the interpretability of the impact of (i) motion and (ii) editing choices, on streaming performance. Our editorial strategies are however meant to be incorporated into full-fledged streaming systems, with refined quality selection algorithms and FoV prediction.

The streaming process is handled inside an infinite loop: at each iteration the player chooses a tile and a segment for that tile to be downloaded. The infinite loop is broken when the last segment of the last tile has been retrieved (information about video length and number of segments is available in the MPD file).

![Figure 8: Each tile is assigned a playback buffer for the segments to be played out.](image)

As depicted in Fig. 8, each tile has its own buffer. At each loop iteration the next buffer to have a segment downloaded is the one the most behind in terms of video seconds buffered (tile 6 in Fig. 8). Which quality to download for this segment is then decided on whether the buffer’s tile is currently in the FoV (HQ selected if it is, LQ otherwise). Fig. 9 depicts the case where the FoV overlaps the four top-right tiles.

![Figure 9: Quality selection: the blue square represents the user’s FoV. Green and red tiles are requested in HQ and LQ, respectively.](image)

4.2.3 Replacements: ensuring streaming responsiveness to user’s motion. When all the tiles’ buffers have reached the maximum buffer size (defined in Sec. 4.1), the buffering process is stopped and the player tries to improve the system responsiveness by improving the segments’ quality of the tiles currently in the FoV.

![Figure 10: Replacement: identification of the possible segment to be replaced.](image)

For each such tile, the first LQ segment is identified after a safety margin set to 2 seconds, as depicted in Fig. 10. It is indeed not worth trying to replace a segment that will be played very soon because there might not be enough time to re-download it. Let us mention the segment duration we consider is 1s. The LQ segment is not discarded until the HQ download in complete. The segment replacement is aborted if (i) the playback reaches the segment for which the replacement has been fired, in which case the LQ segment is shown to prevent a stall, or (ii) the downloading process takes too much time and any buffer has depleted down to the minimum buffer size: the buffering process is resumed. Owing to an available functionality of ExoPlayer, not exploited by default, the replacement strategy has been implemented by discarding and replacing all the chunks stored behind the first LQ segment after the safety margin. Although possibly increasing the number of replacements compared with a single-segment replacement approach, this high-level approach has allowed to easily develop a replacement strategy without modifying the low-level functions of the player.
Also, by setting the max buffer size equal to the min buffer size, we ensure that the maximum number of segments replaced are those downloadable within a segment duration (1s).

4.2.4 Logging process. In order to collect objective metrics from UX, a number of logging threads run together with the graphics-related threads during playback. They collect: consumed bandwidth (downloaded bytes), successfully replaced segments, freezing events, quality displayed for each tile’s segment, tiles in the FoV, user’s head position. The latter is obtained with the Samsung Gear VR framework’s built-in functions. About 60 samples per second are collected for the angle triplet (pitch, roll, and yaw), later used to get the mean velocity of head motion. Logging threads have been carefully designed in order not to impact graphics performance of the application.

4.2.5 Beneﬁting from dynamic editing. In the buffering phase, for each tile, when the segment to be played when the snap-change occurs is scheduled for download, the quality selection is not made based on the current FoV, but instead based on the exact knowledge of the future FoV position: the segments of the tiles listed in the foVTile tag of the XML file (deﬁned for the description of the snap-changes in Sec. 3.4) are requested in HQ, the others in LQ. Until the snap-change occurs, the download of the subsequent segments is made in the same way.

Similarly, a margin is considered to prevent replacements too close to a snap-change: if the FoV does not correspond to that of the snap-change, then it is useless to download in HQ tiles which will not fall into the future FoV, if the FoV corresponds, then by construction the HQ segments of the right tiles have been already buffered. So replacements are prevented 6s before a snap-change. This parameter is important as it controls the trade-off between (i) bandwidth overhead (number of replacements made), equivalently bandwidth savings ahead of the snap, (ii) and adaptation to a new FoV ahead of the snap. Its detailed impact on this trade-off will be investigated in future studies.

5 USER EXPERIMENTS: DESIGN

The design of the user experiments (UX) has been made following [34, Chap. 20]. This section first states formally the hypotheses to be tested from the UX, then exposes the experimental plan and ﬁnally gives details about its execution. In our concern for reproducible research, the dataset obtained and the videos, like the testbed, are made available as described in App. A.

5.1 Hypotheses to prove or disprove

Our goal is to know whether editing impacts user’s motion, bandwidth, and subjective assessment. We therefore adopt a progressive approach, deﬁning basic then more reﬁned hypothesis.

First we deﬁne the so-called “random” counterpart to each editing strategy. In Random Static (RS) editing, the alignment of RoI from one scene to the next is random. Comparing RS with Static (S) editing will tell whether the base idea of reducing abrupt head motion occurring at scene transitions indeed veriﬁes. In Random Dynamic (RD) editing, the user is repositioned at predeﬁned instants to face a random spot in the same scene. It is compared with semantic Dynamic (D) editing, where the snap-changes are made at the same time as in RD, but the user is repositioned in front of a RoI meaningful at that time of the video. Comparing RD with D will tell whether the user’s motion is only affected by the repositionings, independently of the meaning of the content in their new FoV, or if the latter has an impact. The sheer action of repositionings might indeed decrease people’s natural tendency to move, the semantics not being the main contributor in motion reduction. The ﬁrst set of hypotheses we want to test is therefore:

- H1: S induces less motion than RS
- H2: D induces less motion than RD
- H3: S consumes less bandwidth than RS
- H4: D consumes less bandwidth than RD

As shown in Sec. 6, H1 to H4 get veriﬁed. The hypothesis tested are then:

- H5: D induces less motion than S
- H6: D consumes less bandwidth than S
- H7: D improves the perceived quality of experience compared with S

We run an additional set of UX to focus on the pairwise comparison between S and D, speciﬁcally for the subjective assessment.

In order to limit the impact of external factors on these preliminary comparisons of editing strategies, we run the experiments in only one bandwidth condition, which allows to stream the contents without stalls. The numerical details are provided in Sec. 5.3.

Working at the content-level requires to consider the semantics of the content which may heavily impact the user’s behavior. To be representative of different contexts, we have considered a commercial-related content, which is a luxury hotel virtual visit referred to as “Hotel”, and a story-telling content, which is a thriller series taken from [32] and referred to as “Invisible”. From episodes 3 and 6, we create a content with a variety of scene transitions, which lasts 5min 20 s, and whose story is intelligible. Details are given in Sec. 5.3.

5.2 Experimental Plan

Following the methodology and terminology of UX design [34], we deﬁne a treatment undergone by a user as one content watched with a given editing. To test the above hypotheses, we consider paired tests to investigate the difference in metrics obtained by a given user on a given content edited in two different ways. Indeed, as a high variability in the motion is expected between the users [40], having different users going through different editing versions of the same content might result in differences due to the users and not to the editing, if the user population is restricted. Paired tests allow to get freed from the inter-user motion variability. We set the number of samples per test to 4. It is known from statistics on small sample sizes that the drawback of having a low number of samples per test is that only big effects can be detected with sufﬁcient power. So we consider that, for the editing to be worth investigating as a lever for streaming optimization, its effect must be big enough for being observed with few samples. This also allows to have a reasonable number of users to enroll in our preliminary experiment. We opt for a full factorial design. For 2 contents and 3 comparisons, to have 4 samples per test, 24 users would be required. We reduce this number in practice by suggesting each
user to take another test if they are willing too (7 in 17 users have accepted).

We thereby come up with the experimental plan detailed in Table 1, drawn in the case each user undergoes 2 tests. The design pays particular attention to randomization and blocking. Randomization is used such that: (i) the number of people starting with Content 1 is the same as the number of people starting with Content 2 and (ii) the order in which the editings are shown to the users is randomized and balanced to reduce the effects due to the order of visualization. Blocking ensures spreading of homogeneous groups of users over the different treatments. A group is homogeneous if the group’s users are likely to respond similarly to the treatments. In our case, there are 4 blocks of 6 units each, and we tried to group people together as follows: below, between or above 25-40 year-old, past-VR experience, wearing glasses (not contact lenses) and gender. Blocking was made from the pre-questionnaire. The subjective assessments are performed with the single-stimulus method.

### Table 1: Experimental plan. $U_{i,j}$ is sample from user $i$ going through her/his $j$-th viewing session. Order refers to the order in which the editings are viewed: 1 or 2 for the order mentioned at the top of the array or the reverse, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paired editings</th>
<th>RS - S</th>
<th>D - RD</th>
<th>S - D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order 1</td>
<td>$U_{1,2}$ $U_{12,1}$</td>
<td>$U_{3,1}$ $U_{12,2}$</td>
<td>$U_{5,2}$ $U_{10,1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order 2</td>
<td>$U_{2,2}$ $U_{14,1}$</td>
<td>$U_{1,2}$ $U_{9,1}$</td>
<td>$U_{7,1}$ $U_{11,2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Invisible</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order 1</td>
<td>$U_{1,1}$ $U_{6,2}$</td>
<td>$U_{10,2}$ $U_{11,1}$</td>
<td>$U_{9,2}$ $U_{12,2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order 2</td>
<td>$U_{1,2}$ $U_{3,2}$</td>
<td>$U_{7,2}$ $U_{9,1}$</td>
<td>$U_{8,2}$ $U_{4,2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Execution of user experiments

**High-level parameters.** The characteristics of the created videos are for Hotel (resp. Invisible): duration: 2min 10s (5min 20s); number of scenes (environments): 9 (15); number of built-in camera repositionings within the same environment: 0 (20); number of snap-changes (i.e., FoV repositionings) added: 9 (17).

**Low-level parameters.** The values of the client application parameters detailed in Sec. 4 have been set to: tiling scheme: 3x3; maximum buffer size: 10 s; minimum buffer size: 10 s; minimum buffer size for playback: 3s; minimum buffer size for playback after a stall: 3s; safe margin from playback position to trigger replacements: 2s; safe margin from snap-change to prevent replacements: 6s; number of tiles: 9; segment duration: 1s; encoding rates LQ (HQ) aggregated over all tiles, Hotel: 4.2Mbps (15.4Mbps), Invisible: 2.2Mbps (10Mbps); virtual network bandwidth (delay): 100Mbps VM, WiFi access 30Mbps (10ms).

**Environment.** As aforementioned, two sets of UX have been run, in August and October 2017. The first set is described in Table 1 and has involved 17 different people (graduate students, researchers and administrative staff), 7 of whom have accepted to run two tests. The second set has involved 21 persons (not overlapping with the first set). The second set has been devised to correct the ambiguities in the subjective assessment: for the task score, users are asked whether they have seen specific elements. After the second editing viewed, they could not remember whether they had seen it in the first or second version/viewing. To correct that, we split the content in two equal parts to ask questions about elements not appearing in both halves, so that the users in the second set of UX evaluated the editing on the same type of content but not the same piece of video.

In a nutshell, one user experiment is made of: a pre-questionnaire for blocking, introductory videos to correctly adjust headset and get familiar with the VR environment, the actual viewing session and finally the post-questionnaire with the subjective assessments is filled. After each viewing, the logs are archived. All experiments have been made standing not to constrain the head motion (the users could grab the back of a chair for balance if needed).

6 USER EXPERIMENTS: ANALYSIS

We first confirm that editing impacts head motion, specifically that H1, H2 and H5 are verified. We then confirm that proper editing induces less bandwidth consumption, confirming H3, H4 and H6. A refined analysis shows the share between savings in wasted and displayed bandwidth. We show that the relation between replacements (hence bandwidth) and head motion is close to linear with static editings (RS and S), but interestingly sub-linear with dynamic editings (RD and D), while maintaining a high quality in the FoV. Finally we analyze in detail subjective assessment comparing static and dynamic. H7 is verified for the task metric and sickness. More investigation is required for other metrics.

6.1 Head motion

Let us first analyze whether H1, H2 and H5 are verified, i.e., whether the editing impacts the head motion. Table 2 stores the t-values and p-values of the paired t-tests (difference made in the order of the naming). The p-value of each row represents the risk of accepting the hypothesis that the second mentioned editing in the second column decreases the head motion for the content, compared with the first mentioned editing. The corresponding samples are represented as boxplots in the top-left graphic in Fig. 11. Head motion and (mean) head velocity are used interchangeably.

With a significance level of 7%, we verify hypotheses H1 and H2 for comparison between random and non-random editing, both static and dynamic (that are RS-S and RD-D) for both contents. This the reason why we stated the hypothesis in Sec. 3.3A turns out reasonable: the lower head motion incurred with Static (that is with RoIs aligned between two successive scenes) than with Random Static (not aligned). As the difference between S and RS is only the matching of RoIs at scene change, we deduce the quantity of motion is lower at scene change, i.e., is lowered by the matching of RoIs. From Fig. 11, we can see the head motion reduction lies between 10% and 30% for the different pairwise comparisons. As aforementioned, each user compares a pair of editing, so that the difference in head motion is not impacted by the inter-person motion variability. Therefore we cannot directly compare the head motion statistics with the two extreme choices RS and D from the samples. Yet, combining the improvements from RS to S (dRS-S) then S to D (dS-D) leads to estimate the improvement from RS to D to about 34% $(1 - (1 - d_{RS-S})(1 - d_{S-D}))$. A careful editing, both
inter-scene (static) and intra-scene (dynamic), is therefore crucial to lower the mean head motion. More particularly, we observe the editing seems to impact more the user motion in the case of the story than the hotel visit.

Analyzing then the non-trivial editings (H5), i.e., static (S) versus dynamic (D), we observe the p-values are higher, around 0.1 for both contents. As these are the two most interesting editings, the second round of user experiments we have carried out has focused on this comparison. Owing to the factorial design, the first round of UX features 4 samples per comparison only, while the second round features 11 (Hotel) or 10 (Invisible). The p-values in Table 3 confirm that, for the story content, dynamic editing saves head motion compared with static editing, with a significance level of 6%. While the p-value of the second round of UX for Hotel tends to reject H5, it is worth noting that this comparison has been made between different pieces of the content (for the sake of the subjective evaluation, as described in Sec. 5.3). The videos have been cut in half, resulting in a quite short experience for Hotel (about 1min, contrary to Invisible, 2min 40s), hence mitigating the rejection. Boxplots as those in Fig. 11, not shown here for the sake of conciseness, confirm the median levels of head motion reduction, around 20%, as well as the lesser spreading for the story content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Difference of editing</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hotel</td>
<td>RS-S</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RD-D</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-D</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td>RS-S</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RD-D</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-D</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Head Motion, first set of UX: paired t-tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Difference of editing</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hotel</td>
<td>S-D</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td>S-D</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Head Motion, second set of UX: paired t-tests.

### 6.2 Bandwidth

Let us now analyze the impact of editing on bandwidth consumption.

The p-values shown in Table 4 for the difference in total consumed bandwidth between the different pairs of editing, confirm H3 and H4 with a significance level of 5%. The second set of UX allows to confirm the hypothesis for S-D too (H6), as shown in Table 5. The bottom-left graph of Fig. 11 shows decreases from worst (RS) to best (D) editing of 25% and 13% for Hotel and Invisible, respectively. Let us now analyze the reasons for such decreases, both qualitatively and quantitatively. First, we notice that the level of reduction in total bandwidth does not follow the level of reduction in head motion. For example, the range of decrease in total bandwidth from S to D for the Hotel content (middle-left graph) is higher than that of head motion (top-left graph).

Fig. 13 shows that the consumed bandwidth is linearly dependent on the number of replacements. However, Fig. 12 shows that the number of replacements varies differently in the head velocity, depending on whether it is static (RS or S) or dynamic (RD or D) editing. While the growth is close to linear for static, we observe it is sub-linear for dynamic. This is due to the consideration of the snap-changes in the streaming process, as detailed in Sec. 4.2.5: owing to the exact knowledge of the FoV upon the snap-changes, replacements are not allowed less than 6 seconds before the snap-change. Hotel (resp. Invisible) lasts 120s (resp. 320s) and features 9 (resp. 17) snap-changes, so the replacements cannot occur $6 \times \frac{9}{120} = 45\%$ of the time (resp. 32%).

We hereby expose that, in the dynamic editing strategy, the number of replacements, hence the consumed bandwidth, does not decrease only by the reduction in head velocity (as is the case for static), but also benefits from the exact knowledge of the future repositioning.

As a side note regarding Fig. 12, let us mention that, contrary to Invisible, Hotel results make appear only a slight increase in replacements with head velocity with dynamic. This is due to the ratio between the head velocity and the fraction of time with allowed replacements. Investigating the actual relation between replacements and head motion will be made easier with a motion generator, to get freed from the human head velocity limitations.

More in detail, the total consumed bandwidth is the sum of two components: the bandwidth spent in downloading tiles finally rendered, named the displayed bandwidth, and tiles not rendered because replaced, named the wasted bandwidth. The middle-bottom graph in Fig. 11 shows that the savings in wasted bandwidth are 26% (resp. 19%) for Hotel (resp. Invisible). As expected, Fig. 13 shows that the wasted bandwidth varies linearly with the number of replacements, so does the displayed bandwidth. This is the total weight of the tiles rendered on the sphere (not only in the FoV). Indeed, a replacement means that the tiles whose segments have been initially downloaded in HQ are not those in the current FoV. At a given time, the number of tiles rendered in HQ is therefore a linear function of the number of replacements, so is the displayed bandwidth.

Importantly, the top-right graph of Fig. 11 shows that the bandwidth savings are not made at the cost of a lower quality in the FoV. The relative quality, i.e., the fraction of tiles in HQ in the FoV, is indeed maintained throughout the different editings. This simple metric is representative of V-PSNR [29] because the compared content have the same encoding. Freezes do not occur because the streaming strategy is conservative by construction, and the set bandwidth condition allows streaming without stalls. Further discussion on stalls is provided in Sec. 7.

### 6.3 Subjective metrics of QoE

We present the subjective assessment of the editings only for static (S) and dynamic (D), discarding their random versions. The second round of UX has included 21 persons, 11 assessing the difference between S and D for Hotel, 10 for Invisible.
Fig. 11: Boxplots of objective metrics, first set of UX. Comparison between all four editing strategies: Random Static (RS), Static (S), Random Dynamic (RD), Dynamic (D). Both contents are H (Hotel) in blue and I (Invisible) in red.

Fig. 12: Number of replacements vs. head motion, first set of UX. Solid curves are linear and logarithmic regressions.

Fig. 13: Total, wasted and displayed bandwidth vs. number of replacements, first set of UX. Solid curves are linear regressions.

Fig. 14 shows the subjective metrics collected at the end of each experiment. Each row corresponds to a set of questions on performance, satisfaction and comfort, respectively. All metrics are collected as Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) into \( \{1, \ldots, 5\} \). The performance score is the sum of correct responses to each task-related question. A question is whether the user has seen a specific object or event in the video. In the Hotel video, these are assets such as jacuzzi or bar, and in the story content Invisible, these are key events not to miss to follow the story. The top-left graph shows that positioning the snap changes on the chosen events (as chosen by the creator), allows to reach a maximum score for both contents, higher than that obtained by static editing (i.e., taking care of the scene transitions but without snap changes).

The middle-left graph shows that the overall rating of the visual quality is the same for both editings and contents, which correlates with the similar relative quality in the FoV shown in Fig. 11. Users have also been asked whether they sometimes felt a repositioning (score 5 assigned to a ‘no’), and if so, to rate (between 1 and 5) whether this has bothered them. The center graph shows that the snap changes have been sometimes detected, but not felt much disturbing, in particular even less for the story than for the hotel visit, leading to think that the repositionings truly help the user to follow an active story in VR.

One drawback we expected from the snap-changes was that the change of plan would make the users feel as watching TV, i.e., would have the action unfolding in front of them without being able to participate by moving, hence feeling less immersed. However, the middle-right graph shows that the users rated equivalently their feeling of immersion in the content, for both contents. Expectedly, the feeling of immersion is higher within a captivating
story than within the visit of a hotel. Future user experiments will however feature a double-stimuli approach to better assess the editing impact on immersion. Also, we emphasize that we do not expect the editing strategies we introduce to be neutral to the user’s feeling of immersion. Our rational is to introduce new degrees of freedom that allow to reach new operational points in the streaming process, trading, e.g., immersion for streaming performance when the network requires.

The bottom-left graph shows that the discomfort (users were asked for dizziness and sickness) is high for the story in static editing. Looking in detail at the reasons the users gave for feeling uncomfortable, it appeared the most common cause are the action scenes, in particular one in which there is a camera motion (from the shooting, independent of the editing), and one with a fight in an interior environment, close to and around the camera. The snap changes have been placed so as to lower the need to move in these action scenes, which proved effective. The bottom-right graph depicts how much the users felt limited in their ability to explore the scenes as they wanted. Remarkably, despite the arbitrary repositionings, they did not feel more limited with dynamic than with static editing, except slightly for the Hotel content. However, the dominating reason for such feeling was the inability to move the camera in the space, e.g., to change rooms, which is again not related to editing. Hence, further experiments would be needed to determine whether dynamic editing adds action entertaining the user, feeling less bored in the closed headset environment. Interestingly, the users felt like they had to move their head too much to follow the story content with dynamic editing. This seems in contradiction with the previous values of discomfort (if we associate head motion with a more likely sickness). Detailed feedback from the user are required to sort out the exact reasons for both feelings, in particular the exact times of the video when it happened. This will allow to correlate the feelings with the introduced repositionings, or with other numerous possible factors in the video (scene motion, camera motion, wide angular range of action, etc.). Future user experiments will therefore be designed so as to enable temporally detailed collection of the user’s feelings during the experiment to extract these needed time correlation. Also, the experiments were all made standing. The impact of dynamic editing may be more important in viewing environment where the user is sitting and may better appreciate the help to follow the action without needing to wring their neck.

The results on these last two metrics, feelings of limitation and excessive need to move, therefore show that more refined user assessments are needed to explain and hence control the impact of the editing on the user’s experience in VR.

7 DISCUSSION

For our proof-of-concept, we have made 2 examples of editing tested on 2 examples of content, under a bandwidth condition allowing no freezes with a conservative buffering strategy. The results allow to envision that for example, in limited bandwidth conditions, the streaming decisions would control the frequency of snap-changes to improve quality in the FoV without needing replacements. The snap-changes would be picked as needed from an XML file pre-filled by the creator at the time of content creation, or automatically generated by leveraging available computer vision tools, such as saliency maps.

Although we do not claim these examples to be fully representative of the variety of contents impacting the type of user behaviors, we believe our results call for a thorough investigation of user’s attention driving tools from other communities. These tools would
be designed to be wielded by the streaming module so as to improve the streaming experience in even lower bandwidth conditions.

8 CONCLUSION

This article has presented a strongly innovative approach to improve the streaming of 360° videos: designing high-level content manipulations (enlarged editing) to limit (with static editing) and even control (with dynamic editing) the user’s motion in order to consume less bandwidth while maintaining the user’s experience. We have designed editing from film-making techniques and VR HCI, which can be leveraged to improve streaming. From the most recent literature, we have built an MPEG DASH-SRD player for Android and the Samsung Gear VR, featuring FoV-based quality decision and a replacement strategy to allow the tiles’ buffers to build up while keeping their state up-to-date with the current FoV as much as bandwidth allows. The dynamic editing we designed has been integrated within the player, and the streaming module has been extended to benefit from the editing. Two sets of user experiments on 17 and 21 users enabled to show that editing indeed impacts head velocity (reduction of up to 30%), consumed bandwidth (reduction of up to 25%) and subjective assessment (improvement of detection of desired elements, reduction in sickness in action scenes).

The results of our inter-disciplinary approach showed that user’s attention driving tools from other communities can be designed in order to improve streaming. We believe this opens up the path to a whole new field of possibilities in defining degrees of freedom to be wielded in optimization of VR streaming.
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A ARTIFACTS OF THE ARTICLE

A.1 List of the artifacts

Our artifacts are organized into 4 Github repositories.

The 2 main repositories are:

- TOUCAN-VR [14] containing the main Android app, which is the streaming client.
- TOUCAN-VR-data [15] storing the data for and from the experiments, and the Matlab code to generate the figures.

The README of TOUCAN-VR references 2 other repositories:

- TOUCAN-VR-parametrizer [16], to parameterize TOUCAN-VR. It is an Android app allowing to choose the network and logging parameters, the content to be streamed and to launch the TOUCAN-VR app.
- TOUCAN-preprocessing [17], to prepare the content to be stored at a regular HTTP server. This java script executes a conversion from a regular 360° video (not yet SRD-described) into a DASH-SRD one.

A.2 Guidelines for testing

Our artifacts can be re-used in two ways:

- The results presented in the article can be reproduced from the data obtained in our user experiments. To do so, download the content of [15] and launch the Matlab script as detailed in the README file. The raw data made of the log files of the experiments are in the data_from_exp sub-folder. The content with our editing are described in the data_for_exp sub-folder.
- If one wants to use our apps, the Android install process is described in the README of [14] and [16].